
 

 

How much do Car Accident Lawyer charge in Houston? 

 

Lawyers' fees are free. Also, what cost to a car accident lawyer? The firm can invoice either at the 

hourly rate, at the total flat rate, or a minimal flat rate coupled with a result fee. It is often this last 

mode of remuneration which is regularly chosen by the clients of the firm, victims of a traffic accident. 

Your car accident lawyer practices a fixed fee and results in full transparency, but what is the 

cost of a car accident lawyer? 

The first meeting, telephone, physical, or videoconference, is never invoiced in order to allow you to 

compare the services offered with other law firms specializing in car accident law. 

Remember that the law firm or your  Houston car accident lawyer,  intervenes exclusively in road 

law and bodily injury (assessment and compensation for bodily injury to road victims) and does not, 

therefore, intervene for medical liabilities, terrorism.  

A fixed fee based on the result instead of an hourly rate will be offered to you in all transparency from 

the first meeting. The fee will therefore be fixed according to work carried out by the firm, the quality 

and the result obtained as well as the reimbursement of its costs and disbursements. 

As soon as the file has been submitted, the firm will give you an agreement of fees defense victims of 

the road summarizing the conditions of intervention of the firm and especially the financial conditions 

adopted. The victims of the road will not have to make any advance of cash (fees & expenses). It is 

only during the amicable or judicial obtaining of the first provisions that the agreed fee is received.  

How to Choose Your Defender for A Road Accident 

Also, without knowing it, most road victims (between 80 and 90% of victims) are compensated below 

what they could have claimed while being satisfied (they do not know that they could have obtained a 

lot more). 

Worse, certain prejudices (often the invisible prejudices of head trauma victims: pain, irritation, 

memory loss, space or time problem) are not even detected or listed voluntarily by the medical 

advisers of the company, making it complicated then, in 10 or 15 years, the connection of a possible 

worsening of the sequelae or even a situational worsening to the initial traffic accident. 

Coming back to the main question: How much does a car accident lawyer cost? But we should instead 

focus on the question: How much will it cost me not to hire a car accident lawyer? 

In concrete terms, how much does a car accident lawyer cost for a road victim who intends to entrust 

his case for compensation for his injuries? It is a particular source of concern for road victims to know 

how much a car accident lawyer costs when in reality, the car accident lawyer practices fees controlled, 

supervised, and above all adapted to the victims' distress situation. 
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Indeed, suppose a lawyer, in principle, can practice a relatively high hourly rate in matters of 

compensation for bodily injury. In that case, the lawyer can be reimbursed by the percentage of the 

sums recovered or negotiated, which allows the victim of the road to do not advance the car accident 

attorney's fees. 

 

 

 

 

  


